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Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
RT @theRCOT: Who's joining our #OTalk tonight?!

#OTalk @OTalk_
Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time! Tonight our topic is about Improving Data Literacy Skills in OT.
Our host this evening is @RCOT_Suzy & your support on the @OTalk_ account is @Kirstie_OT. Give
us a hello if youre joining in tonight. https://t.co/TDrgmoGvE8

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT @8pm @theRCOT #otalk here

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Hello all #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Hello! "  #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Some #OTalk housekeeping & a few things to keep in mind through tonights chat. Please remember
that your codes of practice apply online as they do in practice. Be respectful, listen, share, learn &
enjoy. https://t.co/hL8z7fd0BD

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
@OTalk_ @Kirstie_OT Hi all #OTalk...looking forward to the chat tonight

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Hello! #OTalk

Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT @OTalk_ You had me with the startrek GIF % #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Be sure to include the #OTalk hashtag in ALL of your tweets & replies that way everyone can see
them in the chat & follow along, engage, learn & reply to you. https://t.co/cwXy2ZasZa

Jayne &  @WhoaaTheOTOT
Not able to stay for #OTalk this evening but I look forward to playing catch-up as soon as I can! Have
a nice evening everyone '
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Steve Ford @SteveGFord
Hello #OTalk. Looking forward to the discussion

#OTalk @OTalk_
@RuthC_OT @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the #OTalk
hashtag in all your tweets, that way everyone will be able to see them & chat with you. (

#OTalk @OTalk_
@KayB_OT @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the #OTalk
hashtag in all your tweets, that way everyone will be able to see them & chat with you. (

#OTalk @OTalk_
With all the housekeeping out the way, lets hand over to @RCOT_Suzy to kick off tonights #OTalk…
https://t.co/LeQ6cnslss

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@natlouj @OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT The GIF bar has been set very high already, and its
only 8.05! )  #OTalk

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
Hello everyone! Long time since I’ve been able to join an #otalk. Looking forward to it!

#OTalk @OTalk_
@lucyevt @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the #OTalk
hashtag in all your tweets, that way everyone will be able to see them & chat with you. (

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Evening '  #OTalk

Dee @OTinretirement
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Hello lurking tonight to see what I can learn. #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
lurking tonight #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@natlouj @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT This made me smile so much. Wondered how many people
would get it (  #Otalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@OTinretirement @OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Welcome fellow fellow #otalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT hello everyone ! #otalk wow, Next gen references! Count me in
!! https://t.co/B4SfSyZCtK

#OTalk @OTalk_
@SamOTantha @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the #OTalk
hashtag in all your tweets, that way everyone will be able to see them & chat with you. (

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
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@OTalk_ @natlouj @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Data % % % % #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@sallyguest3 @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the #OTalk
hashtag in all your tweets, that way everyone will be able to see them & chat with you. (

#OTalk @OTalk_
@smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Welcome welcome *  #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT #  @RJohnsonOT
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Hello #OTalk"

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
Are we ready for the first question #OTalk @OTalk_ What CPD or workplace activities have you
engaged in which has improved your data literacy?

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 1… #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Hello, hoping I remember to use #OTalk
tonight as a good start to develop my skills!"

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Have I missed first question? #OTalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Q1. #otalk Microsoft certified educator course, Microsoft Learn, Microsoft
Educator Centre, Linked In & Prodigy courses https://t.co/Rk04TLTYj6

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #otalk that’s a great list

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ I spent time with business analysists & data people in IT dept, to see our
'data' from the other side - transformed my thinking of what was possible with pre-existing data, and
how to make it more useful in reporting (NB was in roles before my OT training but still NHS) #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@OTalk_ Q.1 #OTalk moving to online education has catapulted my data literacy but a lot still to learn.
CPD = Monthly social media training at staff meetings, HEI bitesize courses on MS Teams, Planet E-
Stream, captioning videos, voice and video recording powerpoints

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Not heard of those Microsoft courses - what sort of things
do they cover? #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Using Twitter and social media as a professional, online meeting platforms
and blogging. I’ve spent a lot of time blogging and working on my digital literacy skills to improve my
blog, by looking at social media guidelines and I am constantly working to improve it! #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
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@OTalk_ Training for the outcome measurements that were used in the trust such as HONOs etc and
recognising the importance that task had for data collection #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Pretty much learning by having a go or getting someone to show me…
setting up a database, gathering data on outcome measures and analysing that data and how to
present! Lots of you tube videos to help me figure it out…#OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT #  @RJohnsonOT
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Ohh good question! I did a statistics module as part of my MSc, but thinking
on behalf of my team probably none! Need to get it on the business plan for next year! #OTalk

Ruth Campbell @RuthC_OT
@OTalk_ Zero CPD, learning through doing in my case. Following successful business case benefits
realisation data required. I contacted trust data analysts and sought advice on how to run reports from
S1. Explored what could be reported on and was able to find useful data. #OTalk

Dr Sarah Wallcook @sarah_wallcook
Hello #OTalk - If I can keep track of the questions I will try and join in!

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@OTalk_ Reading around practice based databases to conduct research e.g. Horn et al 2012 #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@anyadei @smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #otalk https://t.co/INHDcHOB5J

Justine Eaton @juseatonOT
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Using Care record systems to record measurable outcomes from
assessments #OTalk which is useful for CPAs

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ I don’t even know what these are + %  #OTalk

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
#OTalk minimal gp systems training. Paid for own excel training and generally muddling my way
through new ventures eg twitter, elearning, LinkedIn, ms teams, zoom, go webinar,powerpoint,
publisher

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ I’m still a student, but on placement I screened research papers for inclusion
in a systematic review. Even though I have previous education and statistics (Old!) And small
experience in research, I was surprised at quite how rusty I was. Use it or lose it! #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Evening -  #OTalk

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Here for all the recommendations on ways to further my learning in data
literacy. I haven’t come across much so far in my career, but want to improve #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Yes - I agree, although makes more sense once you are more familiar with
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the system having used it in practice, so scheduled for a few months in? Your use in practice vs how
data is pulled for reporting is where the gap needs bridging... (IMO!) #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Dont forget you need to include the #OTalk hashtag in all of your tweets & replies. Without it people
wont be able to see your messages in the thread & reply. https://t.co/1JFJNsiLg6

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Oh thanks for the link - will take a proper look! #Otalk

Natalie Hicks OT Student (she/hers) @nataliehixy
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Hi. Lurking to learn. #OTalk

Jess @JessOT5
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT #OTalk can't take part tonight due to other commitments but
shall catch up tomorrow .

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Has anyone used these courses https://t.co/Ka9hgmm20B #OTalk

Dr Sarah Wallcook @sarah_wallcook
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Q1. I'm a big fan of a youtube tutorial for data visualisations. Plus, I really
like following the twitter accounts with snazzy COVID graphics - that's good inspiration. #OTalk

Lorian Mead /  #  @lm_ldot
@OTalk_ #OTalk Q1. workplace activities include using electronic care records, learning to use
Microsoft office again (after the update), MS Teams, using video clips to support involving service
users in their care. Outside work my children have been my best teachers and using Twitter

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Kate @OTkate1984
@smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ These sound great... are they free or was there a fee
involved please? 0  #otalk

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
Leading nicely onto Qu 2 What area of data literacy do you most feel you could benefit from learning
more about? #OTalk @OTalk_

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Is Suzy on the naughty step yet ##### #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 2… #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT %  im feeling generous… shes had a DM rather than a
public poking #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@RJohnsonOT @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ I did too but most of it went over my head and I just about
got through the exam. Would be good if they could help you with analysing more practical level….
#otalk
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Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #otalk - workforce data

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@dianecox61 Haven't seen these before, will need to have a proper look, thanks for sharing #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Also benefited from some QI training with @griffithsdavid and colleagues as
part of NHSE Time to Care programme, which put data in a really practical QI context, and as a tool to
communicate and tell a story which motivated me to collect/use it more/better #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@helenadmello @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #otalk great link

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Hello #OTalk had some basic data analysis training on gathering data from
spreadsheet and database design for charity funding many years ago. Made data accessible and less
intimidating.

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@dianecox61 Never heard of them, but certainly going to take a look later! I always come away with
so many useful links from an #OTalk! Thank god for tabs on Google Chrome!

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ All of it +  #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Agreed #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk https://t.co/wsY7ioWiXj

Lorian Mead /  #  @lm_ldot
@OTalk_ #OTalk Q2. I would like to understand more about how electronic care records work so
information can be used more efficiently and for better outcomes.

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Reading behind the numbers; critical, lateral thinking - how to think beyond
the CASP template (handy though it is) #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT #  @RJohnsonOT
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #OTalk it would be great to have some practical tips about how to analyse
the data we already collect to build our evidence base. We use outcome measures on an individual
basis but don’t have the skills to collect the data on a larger scale.

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OTkate1984 @smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Suzy Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the
#OTalk hashtag in all your tweets, that way everyone will be able to see them & chat with you. (
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Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
#OTalk don't mention pivot tables 1

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
#OTalk conducting ardens searches, OT coding in primary care, how to make poster presentations
look fab like students, more practice on word press blogging, athens searches, population health
searches, using systm1 and emis more efficiently and effectively for work.

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OTSophie @jaynethill @RCOT_Suzy Dont forget those hashtags folks #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
#otalk like this image from research date to understand the layers of data literacy @RCOT_Suzy
@Kirstie_OT @OTalk_ https://t.co/mQbEaYEMw4

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@OTalk_ @jaynethill @RCOT_Suzy I’m just being selective of my use ;) #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@OTalk_ @OTSophie @RCOT_Suzy I was doing so well #Otalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #OTalk the problem is we don't know what we don't know! In a true OT
fashion maybe we could benefit from a holistic approach. Seems like improvement in everyday digital
skills would benefit work life too.

Justine Eaton @juseatonOT
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #OTalk having presentable data to report to senior managers on the impacts
of OT outcomes on service user progress through pathways

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
@anyadei @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ @griffithsdavid You are right ....forgot that from building spaghetti
and marshmallow structure #otalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
OT News has some great articles - but I noticed that hardly any contain graphs or tables. Is that
because the data is not there, or people lack confidence in using it? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OTSophie @jaynethill @RCOT_Suzy %  #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT #  @RJohnsonOT
@chaniedavies #OTalk definately agree about the poster presentations. Had an abstract accepted for
a poster - now panicking that I don’t have the skills to make it look professional!☺

Nicky Low , T @nickysarahlow1
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Q2 #OTalk translating big data to useable data on a team/ service level.
Local authority / public health data collected into JSNA went on v good PH course East Sx in Figures
....helped to change thinking re bariatric services

OT Sophie @OTSophie
Oh actually I’ve self taught how to pull reports and do coding on system 1, having never used it
before! Id say that’s pretty good 3  #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ I don’t work in practice anymore, Im now in academia but when I worked in
practice, I would have liked to have known more about how to be more engaged with the data
available or been more encouraged to collect outcomes! #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Research gate oops 4  #otalk
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Kay Bolton (she/her) $  @KayB_OT
@anyadei @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ This is very true! We can find lots more data to review to support
our outcome measures #OTalk

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
@anyadei @dianecox61 #otalk @anyadei your tabs give me a headache thinking about them. I need
good ol pen and paper brain splat

Ruth Campbell @RuthC_OT
@OTalk_ I think quantitative data, how to gather useful data & how to interpret, display & utilise that
data. We are due to move to a new EPR system so ensuring data collection is integrated into this is
key. Anyone else use Cerner? #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@RJohnsonOT @chaniedavies You tube helped me when I had to design a poster #otalk in fact I
think you tube is my answer to everything!

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ How to really support patient access to records (as per the strategy 5 )!
Recent @BMJPatientEd webinar series on this implied only doctors wrote in patient records, so AHP
leadership really needed in this area + all OTs should encourage this within their practice too #OTalk
https://t.co/24m273W3aw

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Personally, data visualisation for research and Nvivo. There are plenty of
resources but really getting to grips with them is another thing #OTalk

Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
@sarah_wallcook @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #OTalk when prepping for my medical statistics exam
YouTube was my life raft, plus statistics for dummys book % 6

#OTalk @OTalk_
Half way through tonights #OTalk with @RCOT_Suzy. Thanks for all your participation & sharing so
far. Its busy tonight https://t.co/cAeD1zVWFR

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Collating data to understand my client base more. Determining trends and
commonalities. Somehow using that to flag clients for further review #otalk

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
@dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT @OTalk_ Being able to make a good image would be
good #OTalk

AbleOTUK @AbleOTUK
RT @SteveGFord: OT News has some great articles - but I noticed that hardly any contain graphs or
tables. Is that because the data is not t…

Helena OT @helenadmello
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #OTalk I feel like we can over complicate things and try to start with steps
that are too big, when we need to make #Smallchangebigimpact

Dr Sarah Wallcook @sarah_wallcook
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ For me it's more about remembering that I can't retain everything about all
the different areas of data literacy, so I want reliable resources to refer to and plan around what types
of data fit the generation of certain types of enquiry via what methods. #otalk

Nicky Low , T @nickysarahlow1
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Q1 #OTalk very much learning as I go ... building an online portal with
comms & IT colleagues public facing on county council website. Allows clients & families to self refer
& upload personal data & photos of home environment. Triaged at our end - idea to improve access
24hrs

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTSophie Thats amazing!!! 7  #OTalk
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Interesting thought that we feel the need to do data analysis and poster design on our own. My best
learning over the years has been to access others who have the skills to support … just saying #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@natlouj @sarah_wallcook @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ You tube was my saviour!! Explaining things in
chocolate bars too!! #otalk

Justine Eaton @juseatonOT
@JasminLaffy @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #otalk this would be really useful in terms of future planning
for services, especially with so much transformation going on. Identifying needs of service users and
planning workforce around this

Public Health Data Science @PublicHealthBot
RT @nickysarahlow1: @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Q2 #OTalk translating big data to useable data on a
team/ service level. Local authority / public h…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@AndyG_OT @RCOT_Suzy @hsciResearch @Alan_Batterham @GregLJMU @ProfAndyField
@grande_dr Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your tweets, that
way everyone will be able to see them & chat with you. (

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@anyadei Thank u! Gotta start somewhere 3  #OTalk

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
Great answers and suggestions to the first 2 questions #OTalk Qu3 - Do you think there are benefits
to using a smaller subset of uniformed terminology and outcome measures to better evidence our
impact?

K-OT (she, her) #  @kalessandram
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ feeling more confident in ways to extract data to get the most impact, i feel
like i go on a time consuming convoluted route to get this, feel i could do more efficiently and better
#OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
Accessibility issues too. In the NHS we didn’t have roaming profiles yet sometimes had to hot desk. If
I wasn’t on my computer with my shortcuts it made everything so much harder #adhd #disability
#dataliteracy #OTalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@anyadei @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ @BMJPatientEd Good point! And to be literate enough to explain
information to patients/ service users in a way that helps them #OTalk

OTasha @Tasha4OT
RT @SteveGFord: OT News has some great articles - but I noticed that hardly any contain graphs or
tables. Is that because the data is not t…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3… #OTalk

Kate @OTkate1984
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #otalk how to evidence the specific contribution/impact of OT, and how to
evidence that we've prevented something as it never happened 8

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@OTkate1984 @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ My practice management software collects this and allows
you to run reports of different categories. Really good for client and business planning #otalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@SteveGFord I always thought OT News was more stories and features and figured (pardon the pun)
that people thought graphs and tables belong more in BJOT? #OTalk
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Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
@OTSophie #OTalk me too but i bet it could do more and be so useful. I remember thinking the data
behind an artemus/docobo risk score was more useful than the number in previous role

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Q2. A regular simple glossary of terminology, it's easy to get rusty quickly.
Recognising significant correlations and outliers in anything but the simplest analyses. How to draw
from public data tables for the local area & particular group sets. #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@OTkate1984 @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #OTalk absolutely this would make life much easier and free
up clinical time

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@LeonaMcquaid @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #otalk MaxQDA was fun to learn

Nicky Low , T @nickysarahlow1
@natlouj @sarah_wallcook @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Agree data visualization so important we've all
got better at it interpreting Covid data ...@jburnmurdoch @FT the best! #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SteveGFord I wonder if its about seeing the value in small scale QI-style data, rather than expecting
all reported data to be as robust as we'd expect in a RCT with P values etc... for me data adds to the
richness of the picture of QI, and would massively improve OT News! #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@RCOT_Suzy A3 Minimum data sets of key outcome measures make meta analysis possible and
therefore small studies can become big data #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Dont forget you need to include the #OTalk hashtag in all of your tweets & replies. Without it people
wont be able to see your messages in the thread & reply. https://t.co/qSVNReU4cX

#OTalk @OTalk_
@lucyevt @LeonaMcquaid @RCOT_Suzy #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@RCOT_Suzy #OTalk yes as long as they are clearly communicated

Ruth Campbell @RuthC_OT
@RCOT_Suzy I think that would be a great place to start, may need to be some variation between
settings. If we got used to recording and utilising data confidently we could then start to expand upon
that. #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@helenadmello @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Absolutely… Need to also remember the purpose of our
data, and our audience and what they need. If they are happy with simple facts/data why are we
complicating it/Working out statistical analysis etc #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Are we convinced that outcome measures truly demonstrate impact #OTalk

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@juseatonOT @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ My partner works in machine learning and the big goal would
be to bring some of that into the OT space. #otalk

Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
Agreed @RJohnsonOT #otalk outcome measures collected that we don't do anything with... 0 +
https://t.co/d5RgpU0Kzu

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@chaniedavies Well done!You’re so right!I feel like people know pieces of how to use it to demo but
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still not enough to then big down to that next level needed #OTalk

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
@OTkate1984 @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ So true...glad you said it. #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RCOT_Suzy Get feeling is an obvious yes... but I have no idea if this has worked in other areas
(such as the behavioural interventions taxonomy for example?), so would be interested if there is an
evidence base for this in other specialities/AHPs? #Otalk

Kate @OTkate1984
@RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #otalk understanding how to pull data on integrated working outcomes
across multiple organisations

Dr Alison Twycross RN #FBLC @alitwy
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Accessibility issues too. In the NHS we didn’t have roaming profiles yet sometimes
had to hot desk. If I wasn’t on my comp…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy Very much agree with this. We need to value the smaller scale studies
that are feasible for practice based research and if there is a minimum occupational outcome measure
used across settings then we can do meta analysis / synthesis when they are pooled together #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy Yes - and being able to contextualise data is key, so you get the small
detail in the context of bigger themes #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@preston_jenny Depends on the mode and approach of the measure #otalk

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@nickysarahlow1 @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ JSNA so much potential information, so many hours
getting the data I was looking for! *  #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy #OTalk data us so important for impact and commissioning for service
development and improvements

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@preston_jenny Yes, good point. But not one that's likely to be understood by managers,
commissioners and policy makers ☹  #OTalk

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
@jaynethill @helenadmello @OTalk_ #OTalk agreed...different stakeholders have different purposes
of occupational therapy data.

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy Love this idea!! I think sometimes the idea of what constitutes as
significant data (large data sets, statistical significance etc) puts people of sharing or exploring what
they have. Which means we could be missing vaulable contributions #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@LeonaMcquaid @dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy Wasnt there a database project to collect them for that
purpose? 0  #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
@preston_jenny Yes Jenny....I am not avoiding really but has got to be about what you need to show,
who is it for and what does it demonstrate. I cannot pick one that covers all and is not hated by
patients other than dirct feedback. #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
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So far in my OT training I've not seen an OT measure correlated to system-level outcomes. In
previous work, PAM scores relate to x% change in primary/secondary care usage, so person-centred
outcomes translated into meaningful system numbers. I feel OT could do more here? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@dianecox61 Some people are exp delays with tweets loading, so that may explain it (  #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@anyadei Agree #otalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@RCOT_Suzy Yes, bottom-up approach. Standardisation is key to data sharing, but maybe this is a
long term aim? No consistency in any part of the NHS, let alone cross-sector, or internationally! But
would help so much #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@RCOT_Suzy @juseatonOT @OTalk_ Yes aggregated reporting possible although don’t think
outcome measures are tied in (as they don’t seem to be on the system) #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@preston_jenny I wish the qualitative lived experience of peoples lives and experiences of therapy
outcomes was seen as impactful! #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SamOTantha @dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy Yes - I often felt my data was too simple, and never met
P values etc, but actually was still really useful in a service context! #OTalk

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@RCOT_Suzy Yes. Also good for self reflection and to visualise the team/organisations impact. #otalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@OTalk_ Yes had to turn off and on again - tech solutions #otalk

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
RT @anyadei: So far in my OT training I've not seen an OT measure correlated to system-level
outcomes. In previous work, PAM scores relate…

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
Crackers the time is flying by...last question #OTalk What activities or projects do you think RCOT
should lead on or facilitate to increase the data literacy skills across the profession?

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
I guess yes. But - Do the outcome measures chosen truly measure what they need to? And also do
they focus on what is important to the person? #OTalk When time is limited do we focus on outcomes
that demonstrate change to an individual or a service?

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@AliciaRidout @dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy I'm not sure... My research is looking at building a
database through the use of case studies, maybe that's what you're thinking of? #OTalk (so yes a very
biased comment form me!) 3

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 4 & Last question of the night… #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@chaniedavies It’s a challenge isn’t it but we do need to be mindful of what we are trying to show
whoever our audience might be. Part of the difficulty is that we don’t work in isolation so change
cannot always be directly attributed … in either direction #OTalk

Nicky Low , T @nickysarahlow1
@dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT @OTalk_ Yes agree understanding hierarchy of data as
part of EBP important have written explainer for NQ OTs & students on our intranet #OTalk
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Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @RCOT_Suzy: Crackers the time is flying by...last question #OTalk What activities or projects do
you think RCOT should lead on or facili…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@RCOT_Suzy Is this something that OT can do on its own, or is an MDT approach needed? What
are people's experiences? #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Sorry not in response to a particular Q, but aware of how we collect data (what we do and don't ask)
can exacerbate inequalities, and risk of AI etc exacerbating hidden biases in our thinking... so need to
co-design data architecture with our communities #OTalk

Dr Sarah Wallcook @sarah_wallcook
@RCOT_Suzy Absolutely. Drawbacks too so that this approach cannot always fit the enquiry. I'm a bit
critical of the hierarchy of evidence plus meta analyses have been discussed as losing the finer grain
details - but with a flattened ontology, then I think they have their place! #Otalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@SamOTantha @preston_jenny It is, and is v much data we need to encompass in our evid base
#Otalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@SamOTantha @preston_jenny It is if you measure qualitatively #otalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@RCOT_Suzy Professional opportunities to network and learn from those who are already managing
this in practice and mentoring those that want to get involved #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
Good question. Also how often do OTs do cost-benefit analysis? #OTalk

Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
@RCOT_Suzy #OTalk keeping it simple is : starting small and collecting one subset well, analysing
and deciding what to do next. A PDSA cycle for data collection; if the data isn't telling you anything
helpful iterate and try something different. It's an organic process.

Kate @OTkate1984
@RCOT_Suzy Theoretically yes. Would be of value in communicating outcomes clearly eg. To
commissioners. Perhaps risks oversimplifying or measuring all services to the same standard? #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
We do but we must also be confident that we are telling the correct story. Data can be so misleading,
intentionally and unintentionally #OTalk

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@preston_jenny It’s a part of demonstrating the impact. Especially if it’s something like the COPM as
it’s patient reported improvement. But the OT impact is broad and sometimes hard to measure. #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@RCOT_Suzy I suppose it would also help people acknowledge the role social media has on CPD
and how what people think is ‘just scrolling’ has a bigger impact? #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SteveGFord @RCOT_Suzy Both? For the patient across their whole journey, its the cumulative
value of the MDT on outcomes, but we also need to be able to articulate our unique contribution too
(and occupational specific outcomes)... #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
RT @natlouj: @RCOT_Suzy #OTalk keeping it simple is : starting small and collecting one subset
well, analysing and deciding what to do next.…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@Occ4LifeLtd If you sure the right set of measures - yes - it’s never just one and has to have
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qualitative aspects included #otalk - could plug the book % % %  https://t.co/OazGhaDuqy

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
Also worth asking “Whose ‘hierarchy’ is it?” #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
It can be if used appropriately #OTalk

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @anyadei: @SteveGFord @RCOT_Suzy Both? For the patient across their whole journey, its the
cumulative value of the MDT on outcomes, but…

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@anyadei Do we know what data sets we need to scrutinise to assure it for that purpose? Is it big
data?? #Otalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@RCOT_Suzy Make it easier to collaborate in research from student-level up. More people can up-
skill, more research can be achieved = better practice & service delivery #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
@dianecox61 Always worth a plug. #OTalk

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
@dianecox61 @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk...going on order list <

Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
@SteveGFord @RCOT_Suzy 0 #OTalk good question, I think both, profession specific but also
measures that reflect the context of MDT / interdisciplinary working, patient focused =

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@RCOT_Suzy On a physical health placement, they held monthly journal clubs, & every member of
the team had to be doing a project, so all were constantly learning about data representation,
interpretation, & shared learnings: instantly funnelled into practice. RCOT can encourage this! #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@RCOT_Suzy #OTalk make it fun and interactive like Lego's learning through play initiative. At the
end of such a workshop, bring it back to how the skills learned can be applied to our work as OTs.
There's clearly a hunger to learn but feelings of intimidation by the format of the teaching.

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@LeonaMcquaid @dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy It was while ago.. @KatrinaBannigan ?? >  #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTkate1984 @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ Ooooh evidencing prevention is so important! Would be keen
to hear any nuggets you have on how to do that without a magic time machine! #OTalk

Dee @OTinretirement
#OTalk. Naughty step for me.

Kate @OTkate1984
@SteveGFord @RCOT_Suzy The challenge might be in evidencing whole team outcomes and
simultaneously the essential role OT has played in achieving that outcome #OTalk

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@SteveGFord @preston_jenny However, that 'good news stories' are also being gathered by
managers, might offer support to the arguments that outcome measures alone are missing much of
the qualitative information that gives a narrative to the raw data. #OTalk

Ruth Campbell @RuthC_OT
@RCOT_Suzy Perhaps something system based? Not sure If that would be possible, but an expert
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who understands the system used working with professionals who understand what data is useful for
OT’s to record. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT #  @RJohnsonOT
@RCOT_Suzy #OTalk short practical sessions about how to design a good quality scientific poster,
how to use the data you already collect and help build the evidence base, how to help your OT
students on practice placement collect data for you?

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@natlouj @RJohnsonOT Ethical argument for why we collect data (outcome or any other for that
matter!) that we don't then use? Considering burden on patients of providing that data ... #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@RCOT_Suzy #OTalk these feelings of intimidation can unfortunately hold back willing participants
from engaging in the first place. Contextualising these skills to everyday life highlights the
transferability that we promote as OTs and improves the personal development of all involved.

Justine Eaton @juseatonOT
@OTalk_ #otalk - sorry!

#OTalk @OTalk_
Heading into our last 10 minutes of tonights #OTalk. Dont forget to share your final thoughts and/or
take home messages. @RCOT_Suzy https://t.co/KV06yzdpfl

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RuthC_OT @RCOT_Suzy Yes - totally agree! #Otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@RCOT_Suzy I’m aware all my answers have been based on online data literacy and social media.
Sorry for that3  #OTalk

Nicky Low , T @nickysarahlow1
@Occ4LifeLtd Well that's obv a moveable feast )  ... critiquing the relative value of RCTs v
qualitative narrative a whole other #OTalk session on its own! Gender & racial bias in data pipelines ...
went to to fab @TheKingsFund annual conference few years ago & talk by @Maxi_Macki ?

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@lucyevt @RCOT_Suzy RCOT - led journal clubs (or even journal clubs within #OTalk calendar)
could really help!

#OTalk @OTalk_
@juseatonOT Not to worry (  #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Q4 Introduction to data literacy courses - how data can improve services, patient benefit - what we
mean by data qual & quan #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @nickysarahlow1: @Occ4LifeLtd Well that's obv a moveable feast )  ... critiquing the relative
value of RCTs v qualitative narrative a who…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RCOT_Suzy As per @SteveGFord comment earlier (and my feedback on the survey), include more
data examples within OT News to provide inspiration and practical examples of what is possible
#OTalk
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Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
@RCOT_Suzy #OTalk example case studies, show and tell soundbites on film or in blogs, learning
opportunities e.g. drop in session with some speakers who can give practical examples ; sign post to
resources ⚠  a master class A

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
Yes. Agreee. So much so I added n extra e #OTalk

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
#OTalk Thanks everyone for sharing tonight, if you haven't completed the survey yet it's open untill 7th
Feb. https://t.co/zBtsSSsvms Will be useful to analyse whats going on in different regions and areas of
practice

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk

OTasha @Tasha4OT
Would love an opportunity like this!

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
Yes this. Examples and case studies help so much. #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@anyadei @natlouj @RJohnsonOT #otalk so important in any data use

Helena OT @helenadmello
@RCOT_Suzy #OTalk this is about harnessing digital literacy skills in our work life. They need to be
there in our personal lives too. That's where it stems from so we should be careful not to
compartmentalise these skills just for work. We need to think beyond this to ensure it's habitual.

Ruth Campbell @RuthC_OT
@RCOT_Suzy Also dashboards! Use of fancy graphics to produce monthly dashboards for services -
sadly I have no idea where to start with this. #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy Seriously - where has the time gone?!?! ?  #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @RCOT_Suzy: #OTalk Thanks everyone for sharing tonight, if you haven't completed the survey
yet it's open untill 7th Feb. https://t.co/z…

#OTalk @OTalk_
How about some #OTalk homework? Fab opportunity to contribute to @theRCOT
#RCOTDatastrategy & share your views ⬇ .

Dr Sarah Wallcook @sarah_wallcook
Oops #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @OTalk_: How about some #OTalk homework? Fab opportunity to contribute to @theRCOT
#RCOTDatastrategy & share your views ⬇ .

#OTalk @OTalk_
@anyadei @RCOT_Suzy It must be on the Enterprise, after all Time does fly when youre having
fun… *  #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@dianecox61 @natlouj @RJohnsonOT I think so often in 'data', the conversation is about getting
more, but what if we got less (but made it better quality)?! Win-win for patients and HCPs, and those
doing the analysis! #OTalk
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OT Sophie @OTSophie
@anyadei @RCOT_Suzy @SteveGFord Yes! It needs to be that rounded way of demonstrating,
evidence, inspiring and impactful in a meaningful way! #OTalk

Kay Bolton (she/her) $  @KayB_OT
RT @OTalk_: How about some #OTalk homework? Fab opportunity to contribute to @theRCOT
#RCOTDatastrategy & share your views ⬇ .

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
#OTalk The survey will be analysed and shared in April and following publication will be asking for
member support to get some of these ideas up and running. DM if you would like to get involve in a
project

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@RJohnsonOT @RCOT_Suzy Love these ideas! #OTalk

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@lucyevt @RCOT_Suzy Students having to do research that falls within teeny boundaries in order to
demonstrate competences for module passes. But starting from first year, wealth of ideas and interest
could be utilized instead. Get students involved in real research sooner! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
A research data toolkit or mini videos explaining different aspects. If you want to show this - have you
considered x,y,z. If this appears in your data - this is what is happening. #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@chaniedavies @dianecox61 @Occ4LifeLtd I can recommend it - it was part of my reading list last
year! C  #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Get in touch with @RCOT_Suzy if you want to get involved ⬇  #OTalk

Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
@SteveGFord #OTalk a monthly QI feature like the regular research feature would be a great way to
redressed this balance and also show the 'art of the possible' D

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@RCOT_Suzy I feel like it needs to be integrated from top to bottom. Research felt very detached
when I was studying, hopefully nowadays they integrate throughout… #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
Great conversation and lots for @RCOT_Suzy and me to pick up on. This is a big part of our strategy.
If we're going to #RiseUp and #OpenUp, we need to #MeasureUp! #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@AliciaRidout I think big data but also the small data that gets combined into big data! Its not my area
of expertise at all - but just thought it was worth mentioning! I think @HarryAEvans has talked v well
about this before (and with NV too) #OTalk

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
RT @SteveGFord: Great conversation and lots for @RCOT_Suzy and me to pick up on. This is a big
part of our strategy. If we're going to #Ris…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SteveGFord @RCOT_Suzy Great to see you so involved Steve - thank you! #OTalk

Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
@anyadei @SteveGFord #OTalk keeping the startrek theme I totally agree @anyadei
https://t.co/GXgCpAgRUn

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
@anyadei @dianecox61 @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk here we go again... I have avidly read more textbooks
in past two years than I did completeing 2 degrees many moons ago! More literate now than
ever...just need to get data literate %
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Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @SteveGFord: Great conversation and lots for @RCOT_Suzy and me to pick up on. This is a big
part of our strategy. If we're going to #Ris…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Absolutely they all have value but is it what your service needs to demonstrate. Initial stages are
always more time consuming and they get easier as they become embedded within services #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @OTalk_: Get in touch with @RCOT_Suzy if you want to get involved ⬇  #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
RT @SteveGFord: Great conversation and lots for @RCOT_Suzy and me to pick up on. This is a big
part of our strategy. If we're going to #Ris…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: A research data toolkit or mini videos explaining different aspects. If you want to
show this - have you considered x,y,z.…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @RCOT_Suzy: #OTalk The survey will be analysed and shared in April and following publication
will be asking for member support to get so…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Well thats our official #OTalk hour up. What a busy one it was too! Thank all for joining us tonight.
Please do keep chatting as we dont grab the chat transcript for another few days. Big thanks to
@RCOT_Suzy & @theRCOT for being our host tonight. https://t.co/oNdBJ6Uk4X

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@preston_jenny I agree, that’s an important learning in itself! I’ve seen it in practise in workplace have
massive negative effects on changes to the service because no one clinically felt confident to find the
data to challenge effectively. So sad and frustrating #OTalk

Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
RT @RCOT_Suzy: #OTalk Thanks everyone for sharing tonight, if you haven't completed the survey
yet it's open untill 7th Feb. https://t.co/z…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: Well thats our official #OTalk hour up. What a busy one it was too! Thank all for joining
us tonight. Please do keep chatting a…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Dont forget participating in or hosting an #OTalk can contribute towards your CPD. Be sure to
complete your reflective log to help evidence your learning & support its application to practice
https://t.co/HSHHvoGfxN

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT Sorry for my hiatus, I’ll be back next week on time and
engaged, #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Night all thank you @RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@SteveGFord Need more infographics #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
#OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: Dont forget participating in or hosting an #OTalk can contribute towards your CPD. Be
sure to complete your reflective log to h…
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Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
And if you (or a colleague) want to continue the conversation via Zoom on the 3rd and/or 8th Feb -
Sign up through this link https://t.co/L1P1Xx1WhS

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @anyadei: Sorry not in response to a particular Q, but aware of how we collect data (what we do
and don't ask) can exacerbate inequaliti…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @OTalk_: Dont forget participating in or hosting an #OTalk can contribute towards your CPD. Be
sure to complete your reflective log to h…

Dr Sarah Wallcook @sarah_wallcook
@SteveGFord @preston_jenny Managers, commissioners and policy makers do understand impact
demonstrated with diverse forms of evidence - not everything can be measured statistically. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk will be back next week with our Research themed topic of case study research hosted by
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid & @katiethompson9. Check out the blog below ⬇
https://t.co/89u40k0xQ6

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
#OTalk seriously the shame of forgetting the hashtag again

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Suzy @theRCOT Thank you so much to the #OTalk team and @RCOT_Suzy - so
much to think about, and tabs of interesting links to read!

#OTalk @OTalk_
And just like that, my last #OTalk support is in done & dusted. After an EPIC six+ years with this
amazing Team I am stepping down. Thank you everyone for the tweets, chats, gifs, support & coffees
over the years. Its has been a total pleasure. This is @Kirstie_OT signing off https://t.co/DUcRcn8PwL

Nat Jones # $ She/Her @natlouj
@jaynethill @sarah_wallcook @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #OTalk omg Jayne, the 'choccy nutty bars'
videos E E E  were my saviour too 3

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
DM or email me suzy.england@rcot.co.uk #OTalk

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@RCOT_Suzy Bite sized training open to OTs at any level. Information list on where OTs can get solid
refresher/grounding in data literacy and analysis. Using accessible software spreadsheets to record
data and decipher it. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Were recruiting new members to the #OTalk & Research Team. Have a read ⬇  to see what our
@Kirstie_OT has to say about her time with us. https://t.co/hkxRWYMWQg

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OTalk_: Were recruiting new members to the #OTalk & Research Team. Have a read ⬇  to see
what our @Kirstie_OT has to say about her time…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@Occ4LifeLtd In primary care we do it quite a lot in comparing our time with clients that we have
saved from GPs, I don’t like it as a measure though F  #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
#OTalk oops typo earlier

SnugglesG # H Sheila I  @Awarding_Women
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Accessibility issues too. In the NHS we didn’t have roaming profiles yet sometimes
had to hot desk. If I wasn’t on my comp…
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Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
We’ve seen this demonstrated magnificently well during this pandemic. #OTalk.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Occ4LifeLtd Absolutely #OTalk 1

Dr Sarah Wallcook @sarah_wallcook
Take home for me: Reading the threads, I think we could do with interrogating why we're often more
easily seduced by graphs and charts as more valuable and communicating stronger evidence. We
know better, and so do many movers and shakers in the systems #Otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
Sadly #Moneytalks. Do you feel it #devalues Occupational Therapy or enhances value? Maybe we
Gould use it to push for a pay rise 1  #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
Looking forward to hosting this #OTalk Hope you can join @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 and I
to share your thoughts on building the occupational therapy evidence base, one case at a time
@GcuOcc @GCUOTS @Ahpscot @NHSLOT @DoctoralOTUK

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
Social Media has its pros & cons like many things, but I never thought it would bring me a best friend.
@Kirstie_OT I can’t believe you didn’t listen earlier when I said you could not go!! I am most upset. J
J  I guest you have my reluctant blessing 3 3 ! #OTalk #OTALKonTour $

Helena OT @helenadmello
@SteveGFord #OTalk possibly lack of confidence. May not be seeing it as a knowledge sharing and
engaging platform. You read it, learning something and put it down. The engagement ends there. It is
too linear. It needs to be more cyclical with discussion as we are doing here.

Occupational Therapy Doctoral Network (UK) @DoctoralOTUK
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Looking forward to hosting this #OTalk Hope you can join @KatrinaBannigan
@Katiethomson9 and I to share your thoughts on…

Kate @OTkate1984
@SteveGFord Best guess, it's ingrained in us that OT is a 'complex intervention' which is a difficult
thing to quantify. Perhaps need to develop more confidence with 'mixed methods' mindset? #OTalk

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
%  living by your example & not doing what im told * . Love you my awesome friend. $
#RebelOTs4Life

Helena OT @helenadmello
@Keirwales @SteveGFord @OTnews @BJOTeditor #OTalk @OTnews feels more like an
academic/professional archive as apposed to a collaborative hub for professional resources

K L Lord Allah @GodMuhamadAllah ال إلھ إال هللا أنا محمد رسول هللا
#otalk https://t.co/JnFX32VrWR

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
My time with #OTalk has come to & end. Have a read about my experiences & favourite memories
⬇ . If youre interested in joining this AMAZING Team get in contact & have a chat.

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
Forgetting that hashtag #otalk 0

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
Looking forward to next week #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
Don’t forget the #otalk $
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Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
I was quite smug about my GIF selection for my last #OTalk support %  #NerdyOT

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@OT_rach I'd been doing so well...! #OTalk

Keir Harding @Keirwales
@OT_rach I didn't even know it was #otalk ! I've walked myself onto a naughty step without knowing.

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
But it felt appropriate my goodbye #OTalk tweet was a Pikachu. Once again, thank you to everyone,
the last 6 years have been quite the experience but im looking forward to some new projects in the
works. Ill see you all around the #TwitterVerse

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Social Media has its pros & cons like many things, but I never thought it would bring
me a best friend. @Kirstie_OT I can’t b…

#OTalk @OTalk_
We will miss your wit, who will just tell us how it is! Your gift is wrapped I will let you share what it is
when it arrives! #otalk #otalkontour once a team member always a team member!!
https://t.co/mQynD4lncm

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Kirstie_OT: But it felt appropriate my goodbye #OTalk tweet was a Pikachu. Once again, thank
you to everyone, the last 6 years have bee…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
Awww you guys. #OTalk rules and believe me you won’t be able to keep completely away.

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Kirstie_OT The queen of #otalk gifs $ $

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Awww you guys. #OTalk rules and believe me you won’t be able to keep
completely away.

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
@OTalk_ By far my greatest contribution to the #OTalk Team %

Dee @OTinretirement
Huge thank you to @Kirstie_OT What a brilliant contribution you’ve made to @OTalk_ You will be
sorely missed but I’m betting you’ll be into other things at some point soon. 7 7 7

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
@Keirwales Always on the naughty step Keir, #otalk https://t.co/ftYHOKvzPQ

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner $  @OT_rach
@SteveGFord You are still a newbie. We will let you off. #otalk

Kay Bolton (she/her) $  @KayB_OT
RT @SteveGFord: Great conversation and lots for @RCOT_Suzy and me to pick up on. This is a big
part of our strategy. If we're going to #Ris…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) M  #  N  O  @SLawsonOT
RT @OTalk_: Were recruiting new members to the #OTalk & Research Team. Have a read ⬇  to see
what our @Kirstie_OT has to say about her time…
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Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
Awww. I hope the change settles into some occupational balance soon. Thank you for your hard work
and dedication to #OTalk. It’s been fab to see it great from strength to strength and I really hope some
others will step up to keep it going.

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@SteveGFord @Keirwales @OTnews @BJOTeditor I think as a profession we need to get much
more savvy in data/outcome measurement to showcase the necessity of occupational therapy to
stakeholders and highlight patient’s occupational goals. #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
It’s only been 46 minutes and we miss you already @kirstie_OT Once an #Otalker always an #Otalker

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT a great thread for us to pick up in the first editorial advisory meeting
#Otalk

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT @SteveGFord Good plan! Im also thinking about an #OTalk to get some feedback
on what members would like to see for OTnews as Tracy mentioned there isnt much other than
around its sustainability/packaging.

Joanne @jomadav39
RT @dianecox61: #otalk like this image from research date to understand the layers of data literacy
@RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT @OTalk_ h…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Awww. I hope the change settles into some occupational balance soon. Thank you
for your hard work and dedication to #OTalk…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) M  #  N  O  @SLawsonOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Awww. I hope the change settles into some occupational balance soon. Thank you
for your hard work and dedication to #OTalk…

GCU OT Society @GCUOTS
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Looking forward to hosting this #OTalk Hope you can join @KatrinaBannigan
@Katiethomson9 and I to share your thoughts on…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@Kirstie_OT #OTalk is such an important and impressive community. Well done for the instrumental
role that you've played. What's next?!

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Kirstie_OT Thank you for everything you have done for #OTalk!

Keir Harding @Keirwales
RT @Kirstie_OT: My time with #OTalk has come to & end. Have a read about my experiences &
favourite memories ⬇ . If youre interested in joi…

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
Great question. I think OTs underestimate the value of small-scale findings. I've encourage so many
OTs to publish their findings and it's great to know they'll knocking on an open door '

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Kirstie_OT '

Samantha Shann @otsamantha
Thank you @Kirstie_OT for all your fun, dedication & hard work related to @OTalk_ You’ll be missed
but I’m sure your enthusiasm, passion, abilities & insights will find a new ‘home’ #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life #  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @Kirstie_OT: My time with #OTalk has come to & end. Have a read about my experiences &
favourite memories ⬇ . If youre interested in joi…

Lorian Mead /  #  @lm_ldot
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RT @Kirstie_OT: My time with #OTalk has come to & end. Have a read about my experiences &
favourite memories ⬇ . If youre interested in joi…

Nottingham Eczema @eczemasupport
RT @anyadei: Sorry not in response to a particular Q, but aware of how we collect data (what we do
and don't ask) can exacerbate inequaliti…

Rupert Leslie P  #  @hoffiOT
RT @RCOT_Suzy: #OTalk The survey will be analysed and shared in April and following publication
will be asking for member support to get so…

Rupert Leslie P  #  @hoffiOT
RT @RCOT_Suzy: #OTalk Thanks everyone for sharing tonight, if you haven't completed the survey
yet it's open untill 7th Feb. https://t.co/z…

Kelly M @OTontheTracks
RT @Kirstie_OT: My time with #OTalk has come to & end. Have a read about my experiences &
favourite memories ⬇ . If youre interested in joi…

Kelly M @OTontheTracks
You have been such an amazing part of the #OTalk team for so long! Im so thankful for all that you’ve
contributed and the friendship we have formed due to it! Now onto your next adventure….

Fazeela @Faz_char
RT @SteveGFord: OT News has some great articles - but I noticed that hardly any contain graphs or
tables. Is that because the data is not t…

Fazeela @Faz_char
@SteveGFord Could it be because for a long time we’ve hidden behind ‘the black box’ of therapy. Or
coz hospital data collection systems are rarely set up to collect meaningful OT outcome info eg QoL
score at d/c. Reporting big data still seems a manual endeavour. #OTalk

North West RCOT @NW_RCOT
RT @SteveGFord: Great conversation and lots for @RCOT_Suzy and me to pick up on. This is a big
part of our strategy. If we're going to #Ris…

Dr Jenna Breckenridge @Jen_Breck
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Looking forward to hosting this #OTalk Hope you can join @KatrinaBannigan
@Katiethomson9 and I to share your thoughts on…

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
Sorry to see you leave #OTalk @Kirstie_OT Q  thanks for all you've done. Looking forward to new
people joining. If you're interested to know more, or already know you'd like to be part of the #OTalk
team follow the links below and get in touch. We are all lovely people.

Sally Guest @sallyguest3
RT @dianecox61: #otalk like this image from research date to understand the layers of data literacy
@RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT @OTalk_ h…

Tai Frater @tai_the_ot
RT @dianecox61: #otalk like this image from research date to understand the layers of data literacy
@RCOT_Suzy @Kirstie_OT @OTalk_ h…

Tai Frater @tai_the_ot
@RCOT_Suzy Enjoying catching up on a really interesting #OTalk on #DataLiteracy (& sorry to have
missed it live - mama duties) and loving the trekkie theme - sounds like we have a bit of
learning/collaborating to do as OTs here to up our skills and confidence but as Spock would say...
https://t.co/rTf1uZwnjZ

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Looking forward to hosting this #OTalk Hope you can join @KatrinaBannigan
@Katiethomson9 and I to share your thoughts on…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
I think it’s about the culture of the profession and changing the mindset that mixed methods research
is the way forward. Not enough time spent on this during training .
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GCU OT Society @GCUOTS
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk will be back next week with our Research themed topic of case study research
hosted by @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid &…

Chantelle Martin , T @chaniedavies
@Sue_T2O @DaveDaoggio #OTalk forgot the nintendo switch learning/confusion in role as
mum...and homeschooling platforms whilst working from home

BAMEOTUK @BAMEOTUK
RT @SteveGFord: OT News has some great articles - but I noticed that hardly any contain graphs or
tables. Is that because the data is not t…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
Thats why we have been consulting with RCOT for a national data base as per our speech and
language colleagues - so we can pool data together and ask those exciting questions. The only issue
is agreeing on what measure we use. It really is a no brainer.

Rowena Harrison @RoHarrisonOT
Looking forward to next week's #OTalk on case study research. Please join if you can

ROTTERs Exeter @ROTTERsExeter
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk will be back next week with our Research themed topic of case study research
hosted by @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid &…

ElspethOT @Els_OT
Looking forward to this next week, really relevant for anyone interested in developing the evidence
base for occupational therapy further @RCOT_PLD @ROTTERsPlym

Clarissa @GeekyOT
RT @Ruth_Hawley: Sorry to see you leave #OTalk @Kirstie_OT Q  thanks for all you've done.
Looking forward to new people joining. If you're i…

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
Great to have been able to attend this today. My takeaways will be pondering evolving, allyship,
legacies, considering trauma & authentic use of self. I also loved the shout out to #OTalk '  Thanks
to @_allisulli for sharing your perspectives & @all_occupation for organising.

CPD@RCOT @CPD_RCOT
@AliciaRidout @LeonaMcquaid @dianecox61 @RCOT_Suzy Core outcome sets -
https://t.co/9Ex75ubabo #Otalk

GCU Occupational Therapy @GcuOcc
We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan
@Katiethomson9. Don't forget to join next Tuesday at 8pm

All About Occupation @all_occupation
RT @Ruth_Hawley: Great to have been able to attend this today. My takeaways will be pondering
evolving, allyship, legacies, considering tra…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

Allison Sullivan @_allisulli
RT @Ruth_Hawley: Great to have been able to attend this today. My takeaways will be pondering
evolving, allyship, legacies, considering tra…

Allison Sullivan @_allisulli
@Ruth_Hawley @all_occupation Thank you, Ruth! It was so nice seeing people whose names I
recognized from Twitter in the Teams meeting today! I appreciate your feedback & reflection. Please
feel free to follow up w me if you have any questions '  and always my enduring appreciation to Bex
& the #OTalk crew ❤

All About Occupation @all_occupation
RT @_allisulli: @Ruth_Hawley @all_occupation Thank you, Ruth! It was so nice seeing people whose
names I recognized from Twitter in the Tea…
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Laura Hall @laurahallOT
RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @Kirstie_OT: My time with #OTalk has come to & end. Have a read about my experiences &
favourite memories ⬇ . If youre interested in joi…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Were recruiting new members to the #OTalk & Research Team. Have a read ⬇  to see
what our @Kirstie_OT has to say about her time…

Rebecca Twinley @RebeccaTwinley
RT @OTalk_: Were recruiting new members to the #OTalk & Research Team. Have a read ⬇  to see
what our @Kirstie_OT has to say about her time…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
I've just come across this #OTalk @OTalk_ on trauma informed care, hosted by @Murphlemurph ..
https://t.co/2P673CB7g4

GCU Occupational Therapy @GcuOcc
@JackieMcKi5 @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 No need to sign uo, it's an
open discussion on twitter so all you need is to log onto twitter at 8pm and follow the #OTalk Here is
more information on how to participate: https://t.co/6MJqWkAfLd

Dawn Drury @DDawnOT
RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

Alex Old @alex_old19
RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

Nicky Low , T @nickysarahlow1
Thinking re power of data & health inequalities #OTalk last night. Anyone remember this amazing guy
@HansRosling the Swedish statistician? He died 5 years ago and what a legacy - his love of data and
population health so inspiring do have a listen ⬇ ⬇ $  https://t.co/iDjoofi0fg

Sarah Norris @sirronharas
This. What outcomes are meaningful, and to whom? What is the narrative we need to convey? #OTalk
how do we present results from complex and dynamic systems effectively? T

Lisa Robinson @DrLisa_AHP
RT @sirronharas: This. What outcomes are meaningful, and to whom? What is the narrative we need
to convey? #OTalk how do we present results…

Deborah Murphy @Murphlemurph
RT @OT_Expert: I've just come across this #OTalk @OTalk_ on trauma informed care, hosted by
@Murphlemurph .. https://t.co/2P673CB7g4

Toni King @ToniKingOT
RT @SteveGFord: OT News has some great articles - but I noticed that hardly any contain graphs or
tables. Is that because the data is not t…

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
@Ruth_Hawley #OTalk is im safe hands with a promising future & some fresh blood! Our last picks
were pretty good *

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
Thank you to everyone for all your lovely tweets & comments since last nights blog post went live. As
it said, our Twitter & #OTalk community are just amazing & so supportive & im grateful to you all. '

Occupational Therapy Writing Group @otwg_gcu
RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

Dr Katrina Bannigan O  #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
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RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

Dr Katrina Bannigan O  #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @GcuOcc: @JackieMcKi5 @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 No need to sign
uo, it's an open discussion on twitter so all you ne…

Dr Katrina Bannigan O  #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Looking forward to hosting this #OTalk Hope you can join @KatrinaBannigan
@Katiethomson9 and I to share your thoughts on…

Dr Katrina Bannigan O  #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk will be back next week with our Research themed topic of case study research
hosted by @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid &…

AHPScot @Ahpscot
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk will be back next week with our Research themed topic of case study research
hosted by @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid &…

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
RT @GcuOcc: @JackieMcKi5 @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 No need to sign
uo, it's an open discussion on twitter so all you ne…

Lorian Mead /  #  @lm_ldot
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk will be back next week with our Research themed topic of case study research
hosted by @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid &…

Nikki Low @niksneezy
RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

you’re on mute Leo @LeonoraOT
RT @OTalk_: Were recruiting new members to the #OTalk & Research Team. Have a read ⬇  to see
what our @Kirstie_OT has to say about her time…

Nicola @nicolathomOT
RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

Posture & Mobility Group @PostureMob
Another job ad on PMG website this week: Swindon Wheelchair Service are seeking an OT or
physiotherapist to join the team. Further details of this and other job opportunities via
https://t.co/wzIKFyhiND @GWH_Careers @GWH_NHS #OTalk #physiotherapist #Job

Heidi Mcleod @Heidimcleod17
RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

NHSNearMe @NHSNearMe
The @theRCOT launched a 2-year data and innovation strategy. If you are #OT this survey is for you.
Closes 7th Feb 2022 @marcbeswickahp @lesleyahpd @RCOT_PolicySco @DigiCare4Scot
@TECScotland @NESnmahp @GpnNes @Jen7714OT @RCOT_Suzy @OTalk_ #DigitalAHPs
#RCOTDatastrategy 5

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
#OTalk 8 Feb Social Prescribing #UCLanSocPres @UCLanOT

Dr Joanne Inman @joanne_inman
RT @GcuOcc: We're all looking forward to this #OTalk hosted by our very own @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9. Don't forget to…

KristinaB.OT @KristinaB_OT
RT @smileyfacehalo: #OTalk 8 Feb Social Prescribing #UCLanSocPres @UCLanOT
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